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Abstract

The phenonenologicol case i s presented for a complete nornal tcalar

nonet comprislnf 6(976) ( I - 1 ) . K(125O) ( I - H)> S*(1000) and c(*1200')

(I - 0 ) , non-ldeally mixed (Og % 65° • 5° a s againat Q t d e a l % 35°) , but

aeenlngly respecting Zweig'a Rul* In I t s hadronlc decays. These decays*

which j o almost ent i re ly t o two-body S-vave f inal states» exhibi t tha

inherent kinematic e x p l i c a t i o n s In a s inplc way. This I s e spec ia l ly

•o for the 6 and S syaecaw for each of which the resonance pola occur*

jus t below thu threshold of the strongly coupled KK channel. In tha

I - 0 system, to which the S* coupUs, the background* i t s e l f u n l f e s t s

ruonanee a c t i v i t y who«« c l a s s i f i c a t i o n requires a schesw for describing

overlapping resonances. The only natural prescription appears to be

that of 'adding phase - sh i f t s ' ( s t r i c t l y , Multiplying Jost-functions)f

on applying It to the res idual I • 0 dynasties the c(900) and c'(12S0)

•f f*Cts coalesce into a s i n g l e broad e l a s t i c resonance centred at or

abov* 1100 HeV. This completes the t a l l y of nontt candidates to whose

hadronic decays a conventional SU(3) ana lys i s i s then appl ied. Sonc

wider tearIngs of the resul t ing non-ideal nonet structure are Mentioned,

Of the rv;<.:' : i.,«-i-ol*.fpliHi; wlio-i;' ficwherr-hlii i s s l i l l controvers ia l ,

the seniors ;.r.- t:.t -,.>;t problematic. There i s .T fu l l co-.plPiHnt of

nonet candidates, M'liM (I »1 ) , *(1?'.O) (1 = ^, a (1000) (I - 0 ) , with

additional , arguably n sonant, sriurturc in the I • U r S-W.IVP strt-rchinp

f i e * BOO to 1300 HuV; th i s l a t t e r wi l l he interpreted BK a s ing le l-rodd

e l a s t i c resonance centred somewhere ahovc JIOO McV, The predomiti,int

decay clmnneH, comjiriHlng n pair of psoudo-scrilnrn, i t , nK, KK a..c! *••

are for the mrast part quite wel l researcliod t'xperlmcni.iUy1^, al lowing

the synnctry character i s t i c s of the observed decay patterns to bi_*

investigated. Such an Invest igation wi l l form the main topic of t h i s

short review. The outcome in that It Is possible to assign a l l the

wanted nonet s t a t e * with no addit ional ohscivod dynamical features

unplaced, urn) furthermore to achieve a description of their decays

consistent with SUO). Vithln the resulting schene, mixing i s v«ry

far fron idea l , n g ^ 6OD-7O° as compared to o H e a l % 35°. As w i l l

be atressed, t h i s finding can b? divorced from deta i led model in ter -

pretat ions.

The scalars a i c Interesting on a number of counts. In the f i r s t

p l a c e , there only ex i s t three wel l authenticated and complete tnonon

supermuUlplets, 0~ , 1"" nnd 2 • In the L-excltntion quark model,

the f i rs t two correspond to t'he L • o ground ntatc , supposedly a

co«|ilete (f n (i) l e v e l , whilst the 2 family belongs to the f i r s t

exci ted I. - 1 band. This lf.vcl should »luo contain wlLliin Its quarle-

ap In tr ip le t sector a scalar, 0 , and an nxlnl vec tor , t v nonet.

Given the rl'.ialvciicKFi of the l a t t e r , the srnlnrfi provide the main

tent-gvou.id for pt mlicttoiiK, hasfd on liipjirr aywunetrv scKmos, of

re la t ions bet wren an.iloRinifi docays wlitiin n given I.-Ii.iitd. Just t3



have one more tipectmen of a meson nonet, to study Its mixing properties'"

and the extent to which i ts decays arc governed by Zwclr.'s Rule, is of

course already of Interest4 The slnglet-ortet content of " decay modes

has bearing on the Interpretation of t-deeaya 4)

Two further special feature* of the scalars deserve Mention.

Firstly, the I - 0 sector, having the quantum numbers of the vacuum,

could well be the repository ot peculiar dynamical effect* not correspond-

ing to (qq) levels within the quark model - for example, dllacons ' , or

bound states composed entirely of gluons. The present Interpretation

does not cal l for such extra degrees of freedom, -Lt:.uugh the possibility

should be kept In mind.

Another special feature of the scalars Is thst their hadronic

decayi go predoninatly via two-body 9-waves, perhaps making then* together

with che analogous baryonlc ayetw»» eapecially suitable for studying non-

kinematlc effects of symmetry breaking. This idea Is not pursued here;

only supposedly kinematic effects are taken into account* which Is of

course implicitly to assume a particular dynamical fora of symmetry

breaking.

Herely to handle the kinematic (mist-breaking) effects demands a

somewhat store extensive use of resonance formation than is familiar.

Thla figures especially in the discussion of the 4(976} and 5*(1000)

for which the resonance poles occur close to a strongly coupled channel,

KK. For these, the whole quantitative interpretation. In particular the

extraction of reduced widths or coupling constants for symetry comparl-

son«, depends crucially on the analytic structure of the two-channel

resonance formalism which i s used.

The viewpoint proposed In this short review is essentially that

put forward just over a year ago by myself and by Fujii and

Fukuglta (FP). Changes from ref. (7) provide and take account of:

(i) additional experimental information on Kn scattering ';

( i i ) opportunity to make comparisons with FF's analysis ';

( i l l ) besrlnK on higher symmetries10*[

(iv) Improved data on 6 * K*K°I1J;

(v) re-analysis of mi phaae shifts1 2*1 3*;

(vl) rp-statemenc with considerably weakened assumptions of the

Argument for the non-ideality of the scalar nonet.

The remaining sections are organised as follows;

2. Descriptive framework

3. Phenomunology

4. SU(3) Analysis

5. Di scuss ion

2 . DESCRIPTIVE FRAMEWORK FOR DISCUSSING RESONANCE PARAMETERS

One wiintH t o make SUO) comparisons of the two-body decays

s a • PbP c ( o + f o'o") (i)

Ae customary, the comparison is made in titms of 'reduced widths',

>*c £ r* /&^e* (expcrliMntal wldth)/(klncmatlcal phase space factor),

which, for the present discussion, take the form of ditnensionless

(effective, squared) coupling constants, (g. ) . Roughly spenking,

these arc given by the equation

(2)



More piecisely, they art? defined by identifying the reson.incc poles

with the corresponding zeros of the resonant Jost-function

i
(3)

with » = E . The distinction is important, where, ss with the 6 and

S resonance* to be discussed below, the resonance pole occurs very

clos* to the threshold of a strongly coupled (two-body) channel. As

6n example, consider 6 * "n, KK(I - 1), below the threshold for KK

production. The kinematic factor k^ in (3), which continues Into

h.is the effect of distorting the resonance shape and. for a case such

•> the 6 whtre the resonance occurs below the higher threshold, reduc-

ing the upper half-width. It fallows that phenonenologlcal widths are

« Misleading concept for the 6, and essentially meaningless for the S*

(except for tlie partial width, T^), as wil l be dlscusaed below.

A further and related consequence of the proximity to a strong

threshold is l iability to two-polas playing a role in the observed

resonance structure, Ttie tendency of resonance formulae such a* (3)

to propagate resonance poles on to several unphyalcal sheets ia fairly

well-known. For the general kinematic configuration, only on* pMe,

lying on the adjacent unphysical sheet, i s of practical importurv w, 'i:

th« vicinity of a strongly coupled two-body thrcahold, three sheets Are

at hand and two of the 'Hugs' poLcs can participate. There la evidence

that this possibility i s actually realized for both the fi and the S*.

The structurf implied by the tentative f i t to the fi-decays, to te

discussed below, is displayed in terns of the ^ plane (q^j = kj)

in Fig. 1; a similar structure will be imputed to the s*7'8'16* (cf

Fig. it).

The question arises how to achieve a full parameterization for

fitting resonant partial waves based on tine above Jost-function

as given in eq. (3). One possibility is simply to use It as it Is and

write, for example, for elastic scattering In channel 1,

°u

alternatively) various generalizations can be made. One direction in

which one can generalize is in the assumed form of * . For example,

In discussing the S , one night want to reproduce two pole positions

(Egi, Eg* ) (4 parameters) from phenomenological f i t s . One way to

introduce the necessary extra parameter, in addition to g , g. and

• * i in the appropriate version of (3) is to allow curvature in the

cotangent of the clgcn-phasc, in other words to introduce a slowly

varying factor multiplying the term (m - s) . There i s also the

need to combine overlapping resonances and allow for background. All

criteria arc met by the recipe of combining individual Jost-functions

by multiplication

It Is hard to think of a satisfactory alternative. A consequence la

that the residual dynamical effects in the I - J - 0 channel, over and

above the 5 , are to be identified with a simple behaviour of the

reduced phase shift 15)



6° • 5° -(*°) (*>) •
o o o

As will be discussed, this leads to an Interpretation of the t (900) and

c*(1200) effucts as being aspects of one and the same broad elastic

resonance centred at or above 1100 HeV.

3. fflENOHENOLOCY

The following is In no sense a comprehensive review . Scalar

candidates are considered in order of decreasing isospln:

(a) o(976)

There la evidence of resonance coupling to each of tha available

two-body decay nodes

According to SUO), the reduced widths are In the ratio

(7)

The n<i mod* has mainly bean studied In reaction* lnvolvlnf strangeness

exchange. Aa an example. Pit* 2(a) shows tha raaulta of tha ML group,

tarnaa at • ! . , on tha procaaa

at 3.9, 4.6 and S.O GaV/e (aae original rafcrenca for experimental cuts),

Tha full and daahed curvaa correspond to th« appropriate version* of (3)

(with tha condition (7) lapoacd) for < l ^ ) 2 • 0.2 and 0.12 respectively.

Fig. 2{b) ahnwit analogous rasults on the non-atrangencas exchange process

at 4.5 CeV/c obtained by Conforto et al21' as a by-product of their

study of the tin decay mode of the A . The full curve corresponds to

these authors' own resonant fit, allowing for a smooth incoherent

background, as depicted by the dashed curve; the dot-dashed curve is

obtained by taking the present parameterization, for Cg ) » 0.2, with

the sane background. Both figures, especially 2(a) bring out characteris-

tic features of fits by formulae such as (3), firstly, the resonance

narrowing already alluded to. On substituting into formula (2),

(gjn)
2 • 0.2 gi\es Z t k ^ H g ^ ) 2 - 120 HeV, whereas the observed full-

width at half maximum according to the curve Is seen to be r^WIIM » 60 HeV.

A second feature besides the narrowing is that such a resonance formula

with S-wava kinematic factors, itself provides an appreciable background

away from resonance.

In order to study the KK mode uncontatninated by S and $ signals.

one needs to study the charged mode. Fig. 2(c) shows the K°IT roasa-

Spcctru* observed in pp annihilation at 1.2 CcV/c , the curves are

the spectrum shapes (arbitrarily normalized) implied by formula (3)

corresponding via cq, (7) to the same parameter alternatives as used

in Fig. 2(a). The rescmblunco Is quite satisfactory and confirms the

previous estlMte (gg) 6 ° 0,3 - 0.5.

<b> K(125O) • Kg(I • S S-wavfl)

Fl|. 3 taken from rcf. (18) Is an updated version of the Article

Data Croup compilation of the non-exotic S vave Kn phase-shifts.

The dashed lines indicate the hand of possibilities corresponding to



the *- resonance assignment o( Lautvchcr et a l . wtto report the mass

and width estimates, M̂  * 1.245 * .030, r^ * .485 ' .030 GeV. Takinp,

Che various evidences together, I would suggest the following parameter

values for the K-resonance:

M̂  % 1.25 ± .10, T̂  % .45 GeV.

On th is basis, and disregarding narrow structures (which arc not

excluded - see ref. (16)), 1 then estimate, using forwila (3),

the corresponding forms for the phase-shifts being indicated by the full

and dashed curves.

Note the Importance of the 1 i 0 nodes for determining the octet

coupling-constant free of nixing complications.

Here we are heavily dependent on Che results of irn phase-shift analysis

(with some help from studies of KK production). The only completed

high-statist ics experiment spanning the relevant Hfli) range (s«y s 1.5 GeV)

23)Is the Cent-Munich experiment ; however independent measurements are

forthcoming 2**

Regarding the S (for which the conventional two-channel it it, KK

description is assuncd, other possible couplings, for example to 4n,

being neglected), there Is an Impressive consensus that the effect is

associated with a second sheet resonance pole and fair agreement an to

Its location, Eg* (Bee Table 1). This Is far and away the most solid

fnct on the 0+ family.Z5)

Requiring that thf second stipot pole position, Eg], bo reproduced hy

the nrsiincd resonance formula, eq. (3) , yields one linear relation fur

gj jnd f>2 Involving known quantities:

[ £ V
2 - s > -

Fig, 4

together vifn another reiatiun involving i^* (respectively the imaginary

anil real parts of tl>c ahovr rcin.trion). Thus, E _* dptermlnes 0 line on

th« (gj, gj) p l o i 2 5 ) . A dt'flnlto position on this line Is aclectcd. If,

ar. has been argued , there Is an additional Sheet I I I pole associa-

ted with the S reKnn.inre (cf. discussion in Sec, 2 above). Such a com-

panion pole, V. g*. arises In an energy dependent pliasc-shift Analysis of

the Cerit-Hunlch data on TI+TT" production at 17 GnV/c261 (COW

exhibits the sheet structure and the polo positions, E-it and E _*, as

they appear on the kj-plane (q2 ? k^). Formula (3) containing Just

three odjustabli" parameters implies a relation between Eg* and E s*;

in order to aecotmodaie general values for the pole positions, an

additional parameter is needed. In rcf. (7), this was accomplished

by Allowing an extra (curvature) factor, linear in s and required to

be slowly varying, to multiply the (m^-s) term in eq. (3) , enabling

the values of g. ( g_ and m * to br estimated from the '00U ' phase

•hlft analysis2 6 1 . Fug 11 and Fukugita1" (FF) based tlioir analysis

on the energy independent (but constr.iincil) variant of 'COW,' which

they re-fitted impotkng a simple form for v as a function of the

mapping variable W - k. + k28)



It Is difficult to quantify the uncertainties with either

procedure7"8 '. Qualitatively, what the second pr-le does is to

restore a normal fall-off away from resonance, a feature which

Is lacking In a one-pole description. As wil l be discussed, the

roast sensitive outcome is the form of the KK production cross-

section.

Resulting estimates of %1 and g,, are shown in Fig. 5 . The

full and dashed lines correspond to assuming only the position of

(S*11), according respectively to refa. (26) and (30); the daahed-

dot lines indicate the analogous region selected by Binnle et al

from a s tUy of S production at threshold. The points E, F, G, II, P

correspond to various two-pole fi ts as desctibed above: F denotes

Fugli and Fukugica's finding; the remaining points arise from sub-

stituting the pole positions E „* of 'COW.1 and various estimates for

Eg* (?(P) ref. (14), ACE) ref. <3Z),*-6—I (C) ref. (30) and 1—1—I

(H) ref. (26)) into the four-parameter »BW of ref. (7).

•Also shown on the figure are purportedly conservative limit* on

th« iikely tdnge of the parameters ( g ^ ) 2 ( — - ) and (R9*) E ( t S ^g/

gjj^)2 (0000)29) uhicli will feature in a general discussion of SU<3)

possibil i t ies for the icalars to be*given below (Sec. 4).

A* discussed in footnote (25) cited above, i t in the rapid phatt

and inelas t ic i ty movements manifest In the data which determine ( E J J ) ,

and consequently confine the coupling constants to a line on tlie

(gj» 82) P*nt. Location on th is line corresponds to the behaviour

over a somewhat larger energy range. The outcome for n° is I l lustrated
o

by the dotted lines x and y (...,) on Fig. 5 which correspond respec-

tiV'ly to (1 - (TIV'J . . ,. „ -.(, 7 and .33. The latter implies i
o t. • 1 .1 t.cv

very pv.ikM form of S • KK coupling s-uch at- KK require; Lli« former

entaiXs <i somewhat less slwi rtil v peaked structure lit\t* tliflt prcdicteu

by the 'COWj' ph.ise shift analysis. A sii.ftic-pole description ''

yields a still flatter form lor [1 - ('i°)2| above resonance.

The host way to discriminate .-wong t!i«5f I'os.st'iill it icn ib to study

KK production directly, rather than attempt to dud in: c it from tliu form

of Bi" production. AH an example, Fig. 6 shows the n n •* K K produc-

tion cross-section Inferred by Grayer et al , from study of the

reaction «~p * K K~n at 10 CuV/c. The comparison with alternative

fits (Fig. 7, top section) shown that the trend of the crosB-seclion

data (indicated by the shaded band) is better reproduced by the two-

polt1 prediction of ref. (7) (-.-) than by the one-pole (constant K-

matrlx) Hjt of ref. (30).

Important additional information (for the Sl'(3) discussion to

follow) comes from the related *Y?> and <Y?> coefficients30^ (lower

two parts of Fig. 7) whose form enables the sign of R •"- (g^/R^)

to be identified as plus (assuming the IT •* KK P apd D waves are given

by the appropriate tails of the n and 1 resonances with conventional

SUC3) couplings, cf. ref. (7)).

Fig. 8 ahowH tlie s»me theoretical curves enmpared to results on

EnaU-t K+K~ production at 6 GeV/c from Arficnne33*. When phase shift

analyzed, these should have useful hearing not only on S but also on

34)
t' * KK coupling, two key input data for an SU(3> analysis of the

scalar decays.



An extra source of information comes from thi* study of I

' Unit* »l<PnflirtlJ *t.— I' " l
1

^ .production Near threshold, the K"K mass (and charge) difference

should produce quite narked effects which could perhaps be exploited

to achieve a more precise determination of £**. Both long range

(Coulombic) and short range effects should te allowed for36*. The

short range (mass-breaking) effects are naturally catered for by an

extension of the 'kinematic' prescription of eq. (3) for representing

hadronic syiemetry breaking (in (3) replace g?,k2 by fc E2 .^/** + *z^°^

In an obvious notation). Witli coupling constant estimates such as 'H' of

Fig. 5, quite considerable displacements (£ 15 MeV) of the c fl ̂  ̂  peak

positions as between K K~ and K2K° can result. Such effects should alsos s

be taken account of in parameterizing inelasticity in the iin channel In

energy dependent phase shift analyses .

So much for the S ; now in discuss the residual I • 0 S wave

dynamics.

(d) Additional Resonance Structure in the 1 • OS wave.

Applied to the energy-dependent phase shift results of ref. (26)

(COWj), the «£ - <5° -W°)S prescription of eq. (6) Rives a clear-cut .

result (Fig. 9). The E(900) and E'(1200) effects coalesce Into a single

broad rcsonant-like structure with 90° traversal close to 1100 Mev, and

most rapid phase change at about 1300 MeV or more. Furthermore. (nO)S

o

largely exhausts <n°)cow U&«lo see Fig. 9) , suggesting that cUlQD-1300)

is a mainly clastic effect.

Such an interpretation, comprising just one heavy t resonance,

dispells the main difficulties is assimilating the scalar tally to

the quark model. Not only docs one thereby hnve Just the right number

of candidate:; instead of a Furptus, Vitil also tht* mass-syHtumatics arc

at leant qualitatively normal. With ?.. - 0.97, n ••- 1.25, v^t, * 1.0
i< • S

(fieV) and a mixing angle ng ^ ft7° (see below), the C-H-0 fornula (for

squared masses)

" W62 +

1.4 GcV.

(9)

Tlie above general |>ic-,yre is stable against quite significant

variations in the input information and its detailed Interpretation.

For example, the two-polo S is inessential for the qualitative result .

Tills Is illustrated in Fig. 10 from ref, (8) in which nltcrnstlve one-

pole (A) and two-polo (B) forms arc fitted to particular TTTI input

information as discussed above.

Whst about alternative sets of w phase shifts? In order to

spftn the region of Intercut, they have at present to be based on the

Cern-Munieh results , however there exist several Alternative analyses,

and also independent information below about 1.1 GcV. Between 0.6 and

1.0 GcV, tJ.cre now exists a reasonable consensus * ' ; above 1 GcV,

srMous ambiguities enter such that even qualitative features such AS the

existence of the p'U&OO), are placed in doubt. * In this connection,

there h*it been an interesting analysis by Froggatt nnd Peterson.

Starting from the observation that all four of Estahrooks nnd Martin's

alternative phase shift solutions above 1 GcV yield the stmc 'on-shall'

42)Lcgendro moments, they proceed to fit this and other input Information

using very flexible forms for the partial v,ivc amplitudes embodying

fixed-1 nnd fixed-u an.ilytlcity. The outcome Is an essentially unique

solution for tht? phnne shifts, among whose welcome features Is n p'(lfiOP)



coupled to the nn P-uavc (tnf,, = 1600 • 50 MeV, r*?
C = 220 1 70 HeV,

(f • 2n/F •* all) - .35 i .1). The corresponding S and P vave Argand

plots arc shown in Fig. 11.

Ic in of course tlie S-wav<? resoles which arc of direct present

concern, in Fig, 12, the resulting '.°, •£ values, together with

Eatabrookrt and Martin's bands of possibility below 1 CeV , arc

compared with the 'COV^' phase-shifts (all plotted modulo 180°) upon

which the S -c separation of Fig. 9 vrts based. The qualitative picture

of an e<l,l-1.3) is very nutiaf.ictorily upheld. In the subsequent

SUO) analysis* the width and coupling-constant valuer, r£n •* 600-700

MeV, (gjf>
a % .50-.55 (cf. ref. (7)) will be aaauiwd.

r.(1200) * KK3**

A final phenonenological point concerns the c •* KK branching ratio.

In the SU(3) analysis to follow, the rather conservative limit
rc -* KK'rc * Tiit * '* w t l 1 b i «dopt«d; one should obtain a much better

Unit from a full analysis of KK production.

*. SUP1 Analysis of Scalar Dectiy Parameters

Th* question arises how best to use the above phenoMiiologieal

input information to achieve an SUO) analysis of the scalar decays.

On* possibility7^ is •imply to subitLtute tha abova reduced widths,

(Sbc) » Into the appropriate SU(3) relations, show that there exists

a solution and establUh values for the paraneters g?, g\ and 3 . ,

Here, an alternative procedure making less specific assumptions will

be adopted in order to show that, within the above general interpretative

framework, the scalar nonet i s definitely not ideal. Roughly (and

loosely ') sponklng. the existence of the S - nn decay node i s

sufficient to establish this; however, the resonance pole lies so close

to the strongly coupled KK threshold as to necessitate some additional

quantitative input.

Consider the following propositions:

1. S (1000) exists with appreciable coupling to HIT and KK (***)

2. The observed rapid phaBc movements correspond to a second sheet

resonance pole whose location Inpllcs

1.7 $ ( B J R / ^ * ) 2 « 6 (**>

(cf. the region of Fig, 5 enclosed by 00000).

3. The sign of RS ^ l^'Sfli , l s PO"***1"* (**)

(ef. argument accompanying Fig. 7).

4. The S* •* HH partial width, f^ % 60-210 H«V (*)

(cf. tha region of Fig. 5 enclosed by • • ) .

5.. The residual 1 - J - 0 nn phase shift , after allowing for the S ,

correspond* to an c-r«sonance of MUSS * 1.1 CeV and width

rjjR t 640 HtV; the structure associated with this c(12OO)3

include* the fahillar c(900) and c'<12S0) effects. (*)

ft. c(1200) has relatively S M I I inolastldty

) 3 i )

Aasuhptions 2 and 3 give.

* and 5 live

.12 « (i;

6 |lvti

0 « (l^B,

t .« (»);

(C).



Implications for SU(3) come from inserting th" above estimate

into the formula (for the decays of an even-spin natural parity meson

nonet into a pair of octet pseudo-scalars):

• 3(A-c)2:(2X+c)2:(>+c)2i3CAc+l)Z:<2c>-l)Z:(-Xc+l)2:2<c2+n:3(c2+l):

i9/2(cZ+l):l/2(c2+l) (10)

Tot each of the paraMtera c • cotO_ and X = S,/fi_, which together

control the decay pattern, the quark model distinguishes a particular

value aa being of especial interest:

(a) Ideal-mixing (SQ = (XX)) implies c » Jl .

(b) Zweig'a Rule (allowed decays correspond to planar connected quark

diagrams) inplles X - </l.

Where both (a) and (b) obtain (or nor* |M)arally whenever c • *)»

th« Qt-cay Ro -* .m la forbidden (cf. tq. (10)). The suppression of

the decays f* + nir and • + *p I S conventionally understood in these

terns.

On substituting the above inequalities (A), (B) and' (C) into

formula (10), one obtains

X I * { — . 3.M t 1.0 (A1)

1 i -jig- t (.51 i .16) (••)

1*1 " 1 ^ 1 i .» «')

The resulting demarcation of the (X,c) plane is shown in Fit. 13. The

allowed region (indicated by vertical shading) is seen to be far from

'fdc-il*. However, It JR compatible with the '7,wcif> Rule' configura-

tion > - *f2. (A rnihrr Rlmilar value resulted from the an.ily&jt: <si

te(. (7) employing, estimator for thi' lasgtittudfH of (R, )** (conBistcmy

with Kg from •' .ind • decays), of which the result iti represented on

Pig. 13 by the black dot). If one asau.ftea A « /2t quite tight l ln l i s

.4 t cotOg .6 (cf. Fig. 13).

With * thus aetstgncd, each phcnomcnojonlral coupiing-coriJtant

•Htlcintc yields g^ as a function of Cs, ,ind one can demnnd consistency.

This is Illustrated In Fig. U using S and c coupling constant e*tlMt«s

fro* ref. (?) the former corresponding to 'H* on Fig. 5, and the values

(or the I i 0 decays derived above. Two consistency requirements arc

iantdlately evident: (1) Rather large S coupling constants are

preferred (*H* rather than 'F1 on Fig. 5); (2) The .: •* KK width should be

wary • • i l l . As already enphaslxed, further KK phaa* shift analysis

! • n*eded to test both propositions.

On prvst'iu ovldcncv, *n* tiin conclude

0 K ^ f,0° - >o° ; X :: i.ijs . ,2S

5. tUSCUSSlOH

It appears that the scalar nom't 1H definitely non-Ideal; Indeed

the ph*nom»nolo(>lcally infrrrcd nixing .inplo tails rather close to the

value, 0 s • arc co«(2*^) \ 70,5° which, .insumlnK the Zwelg's RUU value

X • /l, corrOKpontlH to r^KK, a Bltuation which one might term

'mindaiic' mixing (Fig. 15). This outcome has bearing on KCVerAl

quctit lonn:



(i) Are PL-son imncis dual ly ideal?

According to the forcR.nng discussion, we have a second instance alonn

with the pscudo-KLMlars of a non-ideal ncpou nonet, AI ready this it innlo

examplv t e l l s against, the idea uf Pc Rujula Pt al that non-ideality is

a peculiar property of the pseudo-scalars. Instead, we have two approxi-

mately ideal <1~", 2**) and two non-ideal « f * t 0**) f sn i l ies . What Is

the general systematic*?

(ii) Qualitative bearing on f <jya.it urn number*

Observation of the decay </(3.7) •» f>(3*l)n with a branching ratio of

(4 t 2)K*7) la difflculc to reconcile ulth the simp*..e'conceaUd chani'

picture which requires both the *'s to be SU(3) singlets. That the

•(3.1) Is correctly viewed us a singlet Is upheld by the seenlng non-

occurrence of the decay *(3.1) •* KK. The diff iculty stems frost the

pridoninantly octet nature of ths n in conventional analyses,

|n> • •inOF|P1> + co» Op |P8> ,

with o j i n % 24°, e j u a d * 10°. The singlet component of the decay should

be depressed by a factor *tn2Op, diff icult , having regard to the available

phase space, to reconcile with the large rate , at conpared to * ' •• •««

(% 501). i f i t Is l eg l t lMte to view «' + *** aa • ' + *c f the present

result *

|c> • cos OglS^ + slnOs|sB>

wth co»0s ^ .36 soaewhat e w e s the diff iculty,

( i l l ) Higher a y e t r y systematic!

Vithln the L-excitstion quark model and abstractions therefrom, one

seeks to correlate e l l the analogous decays proceeding from n given t-band/

Hie scalars (0 j aw i-li^&i I ii-<i with tiit un-.urs- {.• ) 1:1c1 tlie two tMies

of axial vector ( 1 * anu I4") ujthln the i irnt exclu*d loucl, I. - 1. hoih

the patterns nnd the absolute mnRnitudt1^ of tho v.trlotin ducays can be

coaparrd. Only tli'̂  tintur.tl parJiv st-i. ir.r ',2' , n ) 1ind» i tse l f LO the

first tyre °f coBip.irlBon, liitri- is on i:-«-' (•»<•• hand fii* .-icproxlmaicly

ideal tensor fairily ('.--c-,1- 1.7 from ibo BKISI: furrial.i .-ind f V T")l on

the other hand, the scaliirs for which the iiarometer values >g •t' 1.25 f .25

and > n .5 M are Indicated. Perhapu, Zwflc'- Rule (' • "f2) nppl<v»

univerHBlly but mlxinp varies from CHSC to cntte . U will be interesting

to compare with decay patterns from higher L-bande, when information berotiog

available.

At present, there in «or* scope for absolute rate cooptrlions, of

which the prime disadvantage 1ft a ntrnng dependence on the recipe

[or forming reduced widths. Nonetheless, uslnt the standard (p )

prescription \ th« above phenonenological estimates r
r ^ fln ^ 64° HeV,

r_* i- 200 MeV are In very satisfactory agreement with other S-wave

decays of the L • 1 band (B(1237) - S-wavc ("u) c t c . ) 1 0 ' A 9 ^) , In chls

connection, further confirmation of the 4(976) decay parameters would be

•specially WCICOBC.

6. SUHHAJtY

In conclusion, wu appear to hnve a consistent 'far-from-ldeal'

picture of the scslar nonet. Key areas for Improved input information

are the decays 6 * *n and KK and S , c •*• KK.
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W£RJIKKCF.S_ANI)_ FOOTNOTES

1. With a lot more d a t a , e s p e c i a l l y on K- nnd KK <K+K~ and K ^ K J ) ,

noon t o be a v a i l a b l e - see for example, reports to t h i c symposium

by G. Brandenburg .ind N. Cason.

2. See recent conference reviews - 8. French (Palermo, 1 9 7 5 ) ,

F. Wagner (London, 1 9 7 4 ) ; a l s o G. Kane ( t h i s symposium). I t v l l l

be Ironic If the first confident assignment of a 1** resonance

should relate to one of thu very recently obierved Intermediate

caacade products in tf>* (3.7) decay, reported by Feldman et al,

(SLAG PUB-1621, LBL-4220 August 1975 (T/E)).

3. As wi l l ba discussed in Sac. 5, a non-ldeslly nixed scalar nonet

runs counter to the suggestion of Do Ruj'ila ct al (rcf. (46)) that

the pseudo-ncalars are special in this regard.

4. The Indication from the observed I|F' (3.7) •+ *(3.1)n decay aode of an

octet assignment for <c* is somewhat diluted by our finding for the

•lnglet-octae content of the 1 - j - o in aysten (aaa Sec. 5).

5. J. L. Rosner, Physics Reports UC, 189 (1974) (wherein (p.280) a

three-component model of the I • 0 scalars comprising two (qq)

levels and a 'dilaton' is discussed).

6. D. G. Sutherland and R. Oaken (private consnunlcatlont),

7. D. Morgan, Phys. Letters SIB, 71 (1974).

I. Y. Pugll and M. Fukuglta, Nucl. phya. BR5, 179 (1975).

9. P. Uunchor et a l . , Nucl. Phys. B86, 189 (1975).

10. D. Morgan, Proc. of XVII International Conference on High Eneray

Physics, London, 1974, p. 11-144.

II. J. Duboc ct a l . , Nucl. Phys. R46, 429 (19?:!).

k2. p, Estabroaks and A. D. Martin, Nucl. Phys. J179, 301 (1974),

13, Set- r«fe. i IP-'.]).

14, S. D. Protoi-o^.i-u cl al , Phys. lh.v. bj, 1279 (\<t7y,

(two-pole possibiliti^fi for the 5 are tll&cusscd in Appendix B

of tlijs paper).

15, Among other things, Ruch & pri-hrrlrtiop is contietrnt with the

standard 'Le îMSon-Theomr.' class If lc.it ion.

16» For this, tut* rcf. (17) and, espcciJilly AS repardu the «« ncci^rt

tef. (18).

17. Particle Da» Group T/iblcd, Pltyn. Uttrrn 50B. I (1974).

18. B. R. Martin, D. Morgan and G. Shnw, "Pton-pion Interactions In

Paiticl* Physics", Academic lVeas, NY (to fep published),

19. cf. A. H. Rosenfeld. Proceedings of Oxford International Conference

on ElcMntary Particles, 1965. Supplement p. 13.

20. V. E. Bam«B et al , Phys. Rev. Letters 23, 610 (1969).

21. C. Conforto et al. Proceedings of 1973 International Conference on

BlcMntary Particles, Alx-on-Provent*, Franc*.

22. Substituted into formula (2). l*k. • .45 GcV actually givea

( ig) 2 , - .65-

23. G. Grayer et al, Nucl. Phyrt. £75, 169 (1974) (sn>1'references

therefrcw); cf. also refs. (26) and (30).

24. BirnlnBhaM-Rutherford?Tal Aviv- Westflold College 'OMsa*

collaboration, .>. D. Powell et dl. (private coMT,tmicatlon).

25. In order to VIRIMIIKO to what observable feature* of the data the

Ej.1 poU position corrcRponds. it is convenient to revert to the

k2-planc <k2 : kKj0, ami drHtfribe the biievt 11 pole aspect of the

resonance In terns of the liuR Jnut function

lnR lornR for ttio Jl.ipon.il ^-matrix olrmcnts are



where a constant background phaiio has been allowed In channel 1,

Define 12(E) '- 1nk,(E); then to good approximation, the noac rapid

phase aoveMcnt occurs for

and the poinC 45° below 1* given by

12 - J . , « + R . k °

which iota not correspond to kj(E • R«EJ -t«E r ) . Mot* that

U(E**) ia not equal to Sr£* in the utmal tense. A further point

of reference is furniahad by the point of naxiniM inelasticity

k2 - KRek*,)2 + <I«k^2.*

Eg* ia thus phmoneno logically well-defined, but the conventional

'Er - H - i r/2' identification should not be uaed.

56. 8. Hyams et al, Nucl. Phya. B64, 134 (1973).

27. Code-names aueh ai *COV,* (energy independent phaie shift analysis

using the method of Ochs and Wagner) are used in ref. (18) to

provide handy recognizable Inbcls of the varioud alternative phnse-

ihlft analyses of the Carn-Kunich data (ref. (23)).

<*. N. Kato, Ann. Phya. (NY) 31, 130 (1965).

* 2 •!* 9 J S* 5

•»• When refarrini to 5 couplings, | t = (j^ ) , %% t (lV5> 1* to be

understood.

»• G, Grayer et a l . , "nn Scattering - 1973" (AIP) p.117 (1973), Thla

pre-sencs a coupled-channel analyst* of rnt «nd I'K production over the

n.issi ranRc 0.9 to 1.12 GoV, usinp A constant K-nwtrix peraioutnriEation.

31. D. M. Biiiule ot Hi, Wiys. Rev. U-ttcro }], 1534 0973).

32. P. Ettabrooks <-t al , "»a Scatli-rlnR - 1973" (AIP) p.37 (1?75).

33. A. J. Paullckl ct al , Argonnc Preprint ASL/HFr 7S-O9,

Phys. Rev. liD. 631 (1975).

34. With the present inU'rpri'latiwi, devising and adhering to a conulutcnt

and rational noswnclature presents problcns. The 'f.(900)' (fi° ^ 90°)

and ^'(1250)' (4^ Z 270°) effects are understood aa arising fro* the

interference of the S (1000) (coupling to itit) vltli a broad elastic

'c-resonance' cen-rcd at or abnvp 1100 HeV. This latter, whove aase

is 111-detenslned, is varluusly referred to In the text ee

• c d . l - 1,3)' and 'c(1200>'. This sounds untidy but in practice

•hould not create aHblgulty. Its nerlt is to appropriate the Maple

MM *c> for the underlying dynaaical state.

35. For a review of early results on thle channel see W. leuach In

'Exptrlaental Meeon Spectroacopy' (Columbia University Frees, NY)

(1970) p.1«S.

K. J. D. Jackson and H. W. Wyld, Nuovo Cl». 13, «5 (1959)i

«. H. DlllM and S. P. Tutn, Ann. of Fnyi. W) 10, 307 (UtO).

37. >. Utabrooks and A. D. Martin, Nucl. Phys. 179., 301 (1974)

(alM as ref. (12)).

38. A. D, Martin, "New Results on •* Partial Wives", Talk given at

Palerao Conference on High Energy Physics, June 23-28, 197S.

39. U. MVnner, in "Expcrlacntal Meson Spectroscopy - 1974", AIP

Conference Proceeding! No. 21, p.22 (1974).

to. P. Estabrooks and A. D. Murtln, Phys. Utters B53, 253 (1974); and

Univ, of Durham Preprint, March 1975.

41, C. D, Proggatl And J. 1.. Pfttersen, Kucl. Phys. B9^, 454 (1975).



L2. Although unsurprising, this does not have to be the c,\-..vt hln> «-

each phase shift 'solution* begins afresh from the o'f—.li.-]] in;ni

information.

43. One has to assume 'Zweig's Rule'.

46. The 'star-grading' which is for the convenience p[ non-xperi;iiisft

is a hopefully objt.-cd.ve assessment of the dearee of acceptance which

the following statements would command (*** - most people, ** - surae

people betides the authors of refs. (7 and 8), etc.).

S* S* 2
45. A« will be «een, key constraints are (a) (g^/g,,,,) * *> (upper 000),

48

<b> T^/r^ t 1/3 (Lower flflHfM, (c) Sign of <gj/g|k).

A. De Rujulfl, H. Georgi and S. L. Claehow, Harvard Preprint, 1975.

A. H. Boyarskl ct al, SLAC-PUB-1599 (1975).

Tht difficulty, whoa* detailed form was stressed to me by

W. Colglazier, implicitly assumes conservation of ordinary

hadronic quantum numbers in 4-decay.

A9. ct. Tti, (S) and ref.(18). Chap. 13.

Tablfr 1 : Sheet II Pole Parameters for the S (adapted from ref. (18)).

M E " ) (McV)

997 s 6

982 ! 6

1012 • 6

997

1007 t 20

987 t 7

im(E^I)

54 t

74 •

34 •

10

30 s

48 i

(KfV)

16

16

10

20

4

(14)

(30)

(32)

(26)

(31)



FIGURE CAPTION:?

FlR. 1

Fig. 2

Pole and shept s t r u c t u r e associated with *(976).

F i t s to decays of the ft (976):

(a) irri production via straiigetiuss exchange - data fron ref. (20) ,

curves < i ^ > (B5,n)3

(b) nn production via non-strange exchange - data from ref. <?1),

(c) K°K mass spectrum in pp annihilation at 1.2 GeV/c from

ref. (11), curves C ^ ; ^ ) correspond to <gg)5 • (Q'^'

Fig. 3 Compilation of I • \ S wave KIT phase shifts (refe. (17, 18))*

curves (^^) correspond to (8g>K " 1$'$)'

Fig. 4 Pole (x) and ihecc structure associated with S <10QD) according

to ref. (7).

Fig. 5 Estimates of 5*-couplines, <gjn>
2 and (gjjjj)2

(gji B25
: Lines (£j;u) come from assuming Just Eg* posltionf

points E, F, C, H, P from adding information on E s*; (^J^J

enclose assumed parameter region for SU(3) discussion In

SRC. 4; {....) x (y) correspond to alternative longer-rang*

inclaBticity behaviours, [1 - (nJ)ZIE m lA GtV • .67 (.33)

(for other details, see'text).

Fig. 6 Estimate of o(i»+it" * K+K~) from ref. (30).

Fig. 7 Comparison oE cross-section and <Y?>2 moments for n -n" + K
+K~

from ref. (30) with model fits (from ref. (7)).

Fig. 8 Small-t K+K*" produecion at 6 GeV/c (from ref. (33)) with same

model predictions an Fig, 7 superposed ( )•

) and outcome of

' a s o n-i exp

Fig> 9 Plienuiiieiiologir;il

modulo 160°) ftom ref. (26)

c*
fi° - 6 - ( i " ) p re sc i ip t ion (- - - ) ; -

compared lo (n°)S (- * - ) (from ref. ( 7 )} p

Fig. 10 Al te rna t ive one- (A) and two- (B) pole f i t s t o phenottenolagical

fin phase information (from ref . (B)) .

Fig. 11 mt Argand P lo t s for S (I - 0) and P waves from rcf. (41) .

Fig. 12 'S -c s e p a r a t i o n ' of Fig. 9 confronted with recent phase

determinat ions (from r e f s . (37) (shaded band) ami (41) (cf. F ig . 11)

( • ) ) . The undotted flrrowB depict 90 (270°) t r aversa l* and Che

dotted arrow a possible l oca t i on for the underlying dynamic c .

Fig. 13 PosBible configurat ions in (A,c) plane - parameter apace

con t ro l l i ng SU(3) decay p a t t e r n of s ca l a r decays (S^ + P | , p
c >-

I n e q u a l i t i e s (A1) U ' > *nd ( C ) (discussed below cq, (10)) fea ture

as follows: (A')(0000)f (B')(-4«4.), (C')(- - - ) I ( J ^ J ^ )

correspond* to taking X and V negative]. Ref. \.?)'t analysis yielded Q

Fig. 14 Plot of (g^) vs Og (assujilng Zwelg'i Rule for 1 • 0 decays).

Curves (- - - ) correspond to results of ref t . (g).

Fig. li PhenomcncloBlcally inferred slnglct-octet nixing (full arrows)

compared to ' ideal ' .(dashed arrows) and 'aundane' mixing

i (dots).
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